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The associations between pathogens and their hosts are complex and can result from a variety of evolutionary processes
including codivergence, lateral transfer, or duplication. Papillomaviruses (PVs) are double-stranded DNA viruses
ubiquitously present in mammals and are a suitable target for rigorous statistical tests of potential virus–host
codivergence. We analyze the evolutionary dynamics of PV diversification by comparing robust phylogenies of PVs and
their respective hosts using different statistical approaches to assess topological and branch-length congruence.
Mammalian PVs segregated into four diverse major clades that overlapped to varying degrees in terms of their mammalian
host lineages. The hypothesis that PVs and hosts evolved independently was globally rejected (P 5 0.0001), although only
90 of 207 virus–host associations (43%) were significant in individual tests. Virus–host codivergence accounted roughly for
one-third of the evolutionary events required to reconcile PV–host evolutionary histories. When virus–host associations
were analyzed locally within each of the four viral clades, numerous independent topological congruencies were identified
that were incompatible with respect to the global trees. These results support an evolutionary scenario in which early PV
radiation was followed by independent codivergence between viruses within each of the major clades and their hosts.
Moreover, heterogeneous groups of closely related PVs infecting non-related hosts suggest several interspecies
transmission events. Our results argue thus for the importance of alternative events in PV evolution, in contrast to the
prevailing opinion that these viruses show a high degree of host specificity and codivergence.
Key words: codivergence, cophylogeny, host–parasite association, Parafit, phylogenomics, treefitter, treemap.

Introduction
Vertebrates are continuously invaded by myriads of different parasites, and one of the most basic and important
questions in evolutionary biology is the degree, to which
diversification of parasites is linked to the speciation pattern of their hosts (Klassen 1992; Osche 1966; Johnson et al.
2003). Parasites comprise a phylogenetically heterogeneous
and diverse assemblage of multi- and unicellular biological
entities characterized by close ecological interactions with
their hosts. In this regard, pathogens such as viruses exhibit
many parasite-like traits (Mindell et al. 2004; Bamford et al.
2005): they are mostly host specific, much smaller than
their host, frequently exhibit a high degree of specialization,
and reproduce more rapidly and in larger numbers than
their hosts.
Under the assumptions that viruses are transmitted only
vertically and that they are host specific, the phylogeny of
viruses should be topologically congruent with that of their

hosts—Fahrenholz’s rule, strict codivergence (Fahrenholz
1913). Human pathogens would then be of primate origin,
implying that their ancestors infected the last common ancestor of Homo sapiens and its sister group. More generally,
closely related viruses are expected to be found in humans,
apes, and other primates. In the real world, the complex
dynamics of viral infections are characterized more frequently by exceptions to rather than by agreement with
these assumptions. Several evolutionary mechanisms including lateral transfer (e.g., host switch, recombination)
and duplication (e.g., during colonization of new ecological
niches by adaptive radiation on the same host species) can
disrupt the topological congruence between the phylogenetic trees of viruses and their hosts (Lyal 1986; Page 1994;
Page and Charleston 1998; Jackson 2005).
Interspecies virus transmission is a broadly accepted
phenomenon, but it is still debated whether it requires adaptation to a new host species during the early stages of
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infection or whether transmission itself is largely a random
and frequent process, with successful colonization involving the founder effect of the transfer of a viral strain with
the necessary genetic properties (Dennehy et al. 2006;
Holmes and Drummond 2007). In this respect, the concept
of an ‘‘ecological license’’ is key, describing a ‘‘previously not
utilized unit of the environment that is suitable for becoming an ecological dimension of an organism’s [or a virus’]
niche’’ (Osche 1966). The successful colonization of new
hosts and the establishment of persistent infections depend on various factors subject to variation and selection,
including the individual duration, persistence, and virulence of the infection; the infection rate between new
hosts; the ability of the host to raise a protective immunity;
and host population density, size, and structure permitting
the pathogen’s regional persistence (Antia et al. 2003;
Wolfe et al. 2007; Elena et al. 2009). The genotypic and/
or phenotypic changes associated to these evolutionary
processes constitute the viral adaptations during the realization of the new ecological niche.
Many major human infectious diseases may be of animal
origin (Wolfe et al. 2007), presumably because of the similar
licenses provided by humans and by related mammals. Indeed, two-thirds of the approximately 1,500 known human
pathogens have close relatives in nonhuman vertebrate
hosts (Woolhouse et al. 2005; Heeney 2006), and there is
good evidence for zoonotic transmission events in a number of major human viruses. One example is that of Human
immunodeficiency virus 1 (Retroviridae, Lentivirus), which is
derived from Simian immunodeficiency virus and has adapted to humans during the past half-century (Gao et al.
1999; Heenay et al. 2006; Plantier et al. 2009). Another example is Influenzavirus A (Orthomyxoviridae), one of the
next major threats to human public health (Wolfe et al.
2007). The principle hosts of this virus are waterfowl,
but viruses in this nonhuman reservoir may exhibit an increased penetration potential due to reassortment with
avian, porcine, and/or human strains (Hay et al. 2001;
Ghedin et al. 2005; Russell et al. 2008; Gibbs et al. 2009).
It is also known that the proximate hosts of human-specific
Measles virus (Paramyxoviridae, Morbilivirus) are cattle, but
the ultimate hosts are likely to be wild ruminants (Wolfe
et al. 2007). Similarly, zoonotic events may have given rise
to the (re)emergence of RNA viruses, such as Hantavirus,
Henipavirus, and Flavivirus (Woolhouse et al. 2005; Mansfield et al. 2009; Weingartl et al. 2009).
By contrast, DNA viruses such as hepatitis B viruses, Herpesviridae, and papillomaviruses (Papillomaviridae, PVs)
are considered to have closely codiverged with their mammalian hosts (McGeoch et al. 2000; Bernard et al. 2006;
Kay and Zoulim 2007). Related PVs infect related host
species—‘‘Clay’s rule,’’ a more generalized formulation of
Fahrenholz’s rule: (Lyal 1986)—, with Delta-PV infections
of ruminants being a frequently quoted example. PVs also
infect humans, apes, and monkeys, and the presence of
human PVs is generally regarded as a result of ancestral
primate inheritance (Chan et al. 1995; Van Ranst et al.
1995; Halpern 2000; Bernard 2005).
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The main interest in human PVs arises from the association of specific viruses with cervical cancer and their potential for malignant transformations in mucosal tissue
(Gissmann and zur Hausen 1980; zur Hausen 2002; Muñoz
et al. 2003). Human PVs have been extensively studied, and
more than 150 genomes have already been completely sequenced (Bernard et al. 2010). However, animal PVs are still
poorly sampled, and viruses from less than 50 nonhuman
host species have been isolated and (partly) sequenced
(Breitbart and Rohwer 2005; Gottschling et al. 2008;
Woolhouse et al. 2008). This situation reflects the general
trend that our knowledge about the closest relatives of
human pathogens is often extremely limited (Mahy and
Brown 2000; Nunn 2004). For example, humans are the only host in which Mumps virus (Paramyxoviridae, Rubulavirus) infection is known to be productive (Muhlemann
2004), and close relatives of the Rubella virus (Togaviridae,
Rubivirus) affecting only humans can additionally infect
animals (Zhou et al. 2007).
General conclusions about PV evolution may be premature and largely speculative as long as the knowledge about
(particularly nonhuman) PV diversity is unbalanced and
limited (Bravo et al. 2010). If strict codivergence with hosts
had driven PV evolution, then congruence between PV and
respective host phylogenies can be expected. This hypothesis would be rejected by significantly inconsistent tree topologies, either globally or with respect to specific
associations between PV and their hosts. In cases of topological incongruence, alternative explanations including
lateral transfer events—(e.g., host switch and recombination: Narechania et al. 2005; Varsani et al. 2006; Gottschling,
Stamatakis et al. 2007; Bogaert et al. 2008; Rector et al. 2008;
Gottschling et al. 2010)—and duplication on the same
host—during realization of new ecological niches by adaptive radiation: Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005; Bravo et al.
2010)—need to be considered.
A comprehensive evaluation of the phylogenetic associations of PVs to their vertebrate hosts is still wanting.
Well-resolved trees are a necessary prerequisite to test hypothesis of codivergence (Page et al. 1996), and large molecular data sets are available for both viruses and hosts.
Molecular and morphological studies have improved our
knowledge on the phylogenetic relationships within placental mammals during the past decade (Murphy et al. 2001;
Reyes et al. 2004; Springer et al. 2004; Bininda-Emonds
et al. 2007). For PVs, we have derived a comprehensive
and robust phylogeny based on the E1–E2–L1 gene combination encompassing nearly 50% of the viral genome
(Gottschling et al. 2007). The analyses identify four high-level
assemblies or crown groups, which we consistently name
here by the constituent taxa that are most distantly related
as follows: Alpha þ Omikron-PVs (infecting Carnivora,
Cetacea, Primates, and Suina), Beta þ Xi-PVs (infecting Ruminantia, Carnivora, Eulipotyphla, Primates, and Rodentia),
Delta þ Zeta-PVs (infecting Perissodactyla and Ruminantia),
and Lambda þ Mu-PVs (infecting Carnivora, Lagomorpha,
Primates, and Rodentia). In the present study, we compare
a PV phylogeny comprising the known viral diversity with
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a multigene phylogeny of their mammalian hosts using different statistical methods to identify putative cophylogenetic structures between the viruses and their hosts. We
identified global and local instances of virus–host codivergence as well as discrepancies/incongruences that are better
explained by alternative evolutionary forces.

Materials and Methods
Phylogenetic Analyses Of Papillomaviruses and
Their Hosts
We analyzed the concatenated amino acid (aa) sequences
of the E1–E2–L1 genes from 207 PV genomes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online), excluding
the highly variable E4 gene region nested within the E2
gene. A previous phylogenetic analysis (Gottschling et al.
2007) identified this gene combination as being optimal
for minimizing the degree of data-inherent noise. We
aligned aa sequences using MAFFT v6.523 (Katoh et al.
2005). The final data matrix is freely available at http://
htcc.pt-dlr.de/dateien/GottschlingParaFit.fasta. The LG
protein substitution matrix (Le and Gascuel 2008) was
identified as the best-suited evolutionary model for our
data set using ProtTest v2.4 (Abascal et al. 2005).
Maximum Likelihood (ML)-based phylogenetic analyses
were conducted using RAxML v7.2.6 (Stamatakis 2006) and
the LG þ C4 substitution model under three partitions
corresponding to each of the genes, and we computed
5,000 bootstrap replicates. Bayesian phylogenetic analyses
were performed with PhyloBayes (Lartillot and Philippe
2004) under the LG substitution model. We completed
two independent Monte Carlo Markov Chains, allowing
each of them to reach stationarity, checked for convergence
between them (maximum discrepancy across all bipartitions
5 0.0949; mean discrepancy across all bipartitions 5
0.000934) and sampled the posterior distributions every
100th generation to obtain 1,000 values. PV trees obtained
after ML and Bayesian reconstructions were compared regarding topological congruence using RAxML v7.2.6 and
topd/ftms (Puigbo et al. 2008) as well as pairwise distances
using K-TreeDist (Soria-Carrasco et al. 2007). The trees were
rooted with the sauropsid PVs based on the E1 tree topology
(Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005).
The host tree was obtained by extracting sequence data
for host species from the molecular 68-gene data set underlying the mammalian supertree in Bininda-Emonds et al.
(2007). The base data set (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online) restricted to exclude the transfer RNAs
and also to include only the well-sampled genes among
our host species. Using the perl script GenBankStrip.pl
(freely available at http://www.molekularesystematik
.uni-oldenburg.de/33997.html), we updated the data set
to include homologous sequence data for the nonmammals
as well as for missing host species that had been sequenced in
the meantime. ML-based phylogenetic analyses were also
conducted using RAxML, with 1,000 rapid bootstraps and
a general time reversible þ C substitution model. For the
supermatrix analysis, we partitioned the model on a per-gene
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basis for each of the 35 genes and used all nonmammalian
sequences as a monophyletic outgroup.

Analysis Of Cophylogenetic Associations: TreeMap
Several methods for testing codivergence hypotheses are
available, most of which are reviewed in Paterson and
Banks (2001) and Stevens (2004). Three representative
methods, as implemented in the TreeMap, TreeFitter,
and ParaFit programs, were deployed to analyze the
host–parasite interactions based on the associations between PVs and their hosts. In all analyses, a P value of
0.05 was used.
The program TreeMap 1.0 (freely available at http://
taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treemap.html) uses four
types of events to explain the origin of a given association:
codivergence (C), host switching (H), duplication or intrahost divergence of the parasite (D), and sorting or extinction of the parasite lineage (S; Johnson et al. 2003). The
program explores how the parasite tree fits onto the host
tree by adequately mixing the four basic types of codivergence events (Page 1994). More recent versions of the program (TreeMap 2.0 and TreeMap 3.0, both of which are
beta versions and freely available at http://www.it.usyd.
edu.au/;mcharles/) can compute all optimal solutions
by exhaustive search using the Jungles algorithm
(Charleston 1998). Both versions also implement heuristic
searches and provide the option to assess the significance
of the results using permutation tests based on random
host and parasite trees. The fraction of permutations,
for which the number of codivergence events is greater
or equal to than that in the real data set, being derived
from randomized data sets, defines the threshold for
significance.
Execution times are prohibitive for all versions, even for
moderately sized data sets. This is due to the large number of
equally optimal solutions that yield equally ‘‘good’’ reconstructions with equal scores, especially if a high number
of host-switch events was allowed. Even when reducing
our data set to a single representative PV sequence per
monophyletic lineage occurring on a single host species (using the newick.tcl script available at http://www.goeker.org/
mg/distance/), TreeMap 1.0 was still searching for an
optimal reconciliation with a maximum of five host switches
before being terminated after a week of run-time, and TreeMap v2.0 crashed when trying to compute solutions with
more than four host switches. Thus, we chose to explore
optimal reconstructions by separately analyzing the four
more restricted data sets corresponding to the four viral
crown groups and their hosts. Even under these conditions,
we were forced to restrict our searches to a maximum of
eight host switches in the case of the Alpha þ Omikron-PVs
crown group. Costs for noncodivergence events, namely
duplications, losses, and host switches, were considered
to be equal. We executed 1,000 permutation test replicates
on the parasite tree to assess significance using the actual
combinations of values for the different evolutionary
events to evaluate how often the random trees fitted the
hypothesis as well as the reference tree being tested.
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Analysis Of Cophylogenetic Associations: TreeFitter
A further technique for analyzing the fit between the host
and a parasite tree is generalized parsimony (Ronquist 1995).
TreeFitter is also topology based, but less computationally
expensive. Therefore, it allows the exploration of different
cost combinations for each of the four types of events described above (Ronquist 1995; Page and Charleston 1998;
Paterson and Banks 2001; Begerow et al. 2004). Given a combination of costs for each of these events, the optimality
criterion implemented in TreeFitter v1.1 (freely available
at http://www.ebc.uu.se/systzoo/research/treefitter/treefitter
.html) strives to minimize the global cost.
We employed a permutation-based approach to solve the
problem of determining the optimal combination of different costs for each event that best explains the data. Following
the procedure outlined in Ronquist (2003), who presented
the results of this permutation-based approach for six hypothetical evolutionary patterns, the globally best combinations of event costs are those that yield the lowest
probability of the null hypothesis. In our analyses, codivergence and sorting events were assigned zero and unit costs
(1.0), respectively, whereas switch and duplication costs were
varied between 0.0 and 10.0 in increments of 1.0. For each
combination of costs, 10,000 permutations of the original associations (not the trees) were computed. The analysis was
performed with the pruned PV and host trees and considering only a single PV representative for each monophyletic
group of viruses that was present on a specific host.
Ronquist (2003) investigated a number of exemplars for
hypothetical patterns characterized by a certain combination of dominant events. Because this author only included
‘‘cospeciation–duplication’’ pattern with late duplications,
we here modified his exemplars to obtain a pattern in
which pure cospeciation followed zero to four duplications
at the base of the parasite tree (a duplication–cospeciation
pattern). These five artificial data sets were analyzed in the
same way than the empirical virus data, and the outcome
was compared (see the Supplementary Material online for
details). As in TreeMap, permutation tests were used to
determine significance through the number of times an
equally low or lower total cost was found for randomized
associations compared with the real associations.

Analysis Of Cophylogenetic Associations: ParaFit
An alternative method to assess host–parasite codivergence is ParaFit (Legendre et al. 2002). Whereas TreeMap
and TreeFitter are topology-based, ParaFit uses pairwise or
patristic (path-length) distances to test the ‘‘global null hypothesis’’ (‘‘GH0’’ in the following) that ‘‘the similarity between the trees is not higher than expected by chance’’
given the actual associations between hosts and parasites
(Legendre et al. 2002). ParaFit also uniquely estimates the
contribution of each individual host–parasite association
to the global fit between the matrices to test the ‘‘individual null hypothesis’’ (‘‘IH0’’) that ‘‘any given contribution is
not different from random,’’ such that the association
could as well be omitted. Associations, for which IH0
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was accepted, will be termed ‘‘nonsignificant’’ in the following, and ‘‘significant’’ otherwise. Both tests are based on
converting the distances to eigenvectors and multiplying
the resulting matrices with the association matrix (Legendre et al. 2002). Significance testing is based on random
permutations of the rows of the association matrix (i.e., input trees are not randomly resampled). In contrast to most
other cophylogenetic tests, type I and type II error rates of
ParaFit have been explored in extensive simulation studies
(Legendre et al. 2002).
ParaFit-based analyses were performed using CopyCat
(Meier-Kolthoff et al. 2007), which incorporates a graphical
user interface and wrapper for AxParafit (Stamatakis et al.
2007). AxParafit is a significantly faster implementation of
ParaFit that yields numerically identical results to the original program. Through AxPcoords (Stamatakis et al. 2007),
CopyCat also conducts all necessary conversions (e.g., converting trees to patristic distances and computing the eigenvectors of the distance matrices) to prepare the data for
analysis with AxParafit. In each AxParafit-based analysis, we
computed 9,999 permutations of the association matrix using CopyCat.
We also corrected for three potential issues with ParaFitbased analyses. First, to rule out that differences between
the PV trees as inferred from the two phylogenetic approaches used (Bayesian and ML) yield different results,
we conducted all ParaFit analyses for both PV trees. Second,
to account for the differential sampling of the host species
with respect to their PV diversity, we selected single PVs to
represent monophyletic lineages associated with a specific
host (as recommended in the ParaFit manual). This selection process mainly affected PVs isolated from humans
(n 5 132), Macaca fascicularis (n 5 10), cows (n 5 10),
and dogs (n 5 7). Third, global tests in ParaFit are affected
by differences in the hierarchical pattern of the host–parasite associations. The associations of predominantly congruent ‘‘local’’ host–parasite subtrees may be determined
as being nonsignificant, if these subtrees occur at incompatible positions in the full tree (and vice versa). This is
because ParaFit tests their impact on the ‘‘overall’’ fit between host and parasite trees (Stamatakis et al. 2007).
Hence, the major PV crown groups (Gottschling, Stamatakis et al. 2007) were individually tested for congruence between virus and host trees. In particular, we tested the
following set of associations with CopyCat/ParaFit, pruning
the host and parasite trees as needed by appropriately
adapting the input associations table in CopyCat:
1. all known PVs present on specific hosts;
2. a single PV genome as representative for each monophyletic lineage of viruses present on a single host species
(e.g., HPV32 as representative for Alpha-PV species 1
infecting humans; HPV95 as representative for GammaPVs infecting humans; and BPV6 as representative for XiPVs infecting cattle) to counteract host taxa that are
overrepresented with respect to the number of their
associations;
3. the Alpha þ Omikron-PV crown group with Carnivora,
Cetacea, Primates, and Suina;
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4. the Beta þ Xi-PV crown group with Carnivora, Eulipotyphla, Marsupialia, Primates, Rodentia, and Ruminantia;
5. the Delta þ Zeta-PV crown group with Perissodactyla and
Ruminantia; and
6. the Lambda þ Mu-PV crown group with Carnivora,
Lagomorpha, Primates, and Rodentia.

The small size of some of these subsets was likely to decrease the power of the associated tests, and the test of
individual host–parasite links in particular (Legendre
et al. 2002). We therefore explored the minimum tree sizes
necessary to reject the null hypothesis in the case of identical topologies and 1:1 pathogen–host associations (i.e.,
a single pathogen per host and vice versa). For data sets
of four through ten terminal taxa, all possible unrooted topologies were constructed using PAUP* v4.0b10 (Swofford
2002) and a dummy data matrix under the ‘‘ALLTREES’’
command. We then reduced these to a set of trees corresponding to all distinct unlabeled topologies. For these
tests, it was only necessary that the labels were in the corresponding position in host and parasite trees, the labels
themselves did not affect the results otherwise. All branch
lengths were set to 1.0. AxParafit was run with 99 permutations for each case, and the probabilities of GH0 and IH0
were recorded.

Results
Papillomavirus and Hosts Phylogenies Are Well
Resolved
The aligned aa sequence data consisted of 1,828 positions
containing 827, 321, and 608 distinct alignment site patterns in each of the three partitions E1–E2–L1, respectively.
Bayesian and ML trees were topologically largely congruent.
Only six of 408 possible differences were detected
(Robinson–Foulds distance: 0.0147; K-score: 0.141). Pairwise branch lengths were also similar, with a scale factor
of 0.832 between both trees. Figure 1 shows the best-scoring ML tree, with ML bootstrap values (LBS) and Bayesian
posterior probabilities (BPP) indicating strong, if not maximal, support for the vast majority of internal nodes. The
mammalian PVs segregated into four highly supported
crown groups, plus eight PVs (i.e., CPV3, CPV4, CPV5,
FdPV2, MnPV1, OaPV3, RaPV1, and TmPV1), whose detailed phylogenetic relationships could not be disentangled
(4% of all 207 PV-types). The host tree (supplementary
fig. S1, Supplementary Material online) likewise showed
high statistical support for most branches. Those few nodes
with low statistical support (e.g., that linking carnivores,
bats, and ungulates) reflected relationships that are known
to be problematic but were not relevant for the exploration
of cophylogenetic structures as conducted here.

Congruent Topologies Between Papillomaviruses
and Their Hosts at Derived Phylogenetic Positions
Global congruence between PV and mammal phylogenies
was not observed, with the same host (in, e.g., carnivores,
primates, rodents, and ruminants) often being infected by
several polyphyletic PV taxa. Beta þ Xi-PVs and Lambda þ
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Mu-PVs were particularly heterogeneous with respect to
their hosts, with the species distributed throughout mammalian taxa at high taxonomic ranks, such as Laurasiatheria
and Euarchontoglires. Numerous PV lineages isolated from
humans, dogs, and cattle did not constitute monophyletic
groups with respect to their host species but were instead
scattered throughout the full viral tree in a highly polyphyletic pattern. Completely congruent topologies between
PVs and their hosts (when the latter numbered more than
three) were only observed in a small number of assemblages: 1) the two Pan PVs þ HPV13 and Hominidae;
2) Pi-PV and Muridae (as far as the weakly resolved nodes
in both viral and host trees allowed for this observation);
3) felid Lambda-PV and Felidae (but see below); and
4) Kappa þ Mu-PV and Euarchontoglires.
At shallower levels within viral crown groups, several
well-supported PV clades (LBS . 95, 1.00 BPP) corresponded to their respective host taxa: Alpha-PVs and Primates; Beta-PVs and Primates; Delta þ Epsilon-PVs and
Ruminantia; Lambda-PVs and Carnivora; and Omikron
þ Epsilon-PVs and Cetacea. However, the internal topologies of the PV and host clades were partly incongruent.
Some notable inconsistencies include: 1) Human PVs comprised numerous distantly related lineages and also were
paraphyletic within Alpha- and Beta-PVs, respectively; 2)
Pan and Macaca PVs showed derived instead of basal phylogenetic positions within Alpha- and Beta-PVs; 3) Delta þ
Epsilon-PVs infecting Bovidae were paraphyletic and comprised three distantly related lineages; 4) European elk PV
(EEPV) (Delta-PV), isolated from Alces alces, was the closest
relative of reindeer PV (RPV) isolated from Rangifer tarandus, and not of deer PV (DPV), isolated from Odocoileus
virginianus, as would have been expected if the viral and
host phylogenies were congruent; and 5) the different Cetacean PVs did not cluster in agreement with the phylogeny of their host species within Omikron þ Upsilon-PVs.

Statistical Tree Reconciliation Detects a Variety of
Significant and Non-significant Associations
TreeFitter
Results of the permutation test with generalized (eventcost) parsimony are shown in supplementary figure S2,
Supplementary Material online. The null hypothesis was
rejected (P  0.0001) for all investigated event/cost combinations, except for those with zero switch cost and those
with a switch cost of 1.0 combined with duplication costs
of at least 8.0, and this resembled a hypothetical ‘‘pure cospeciation’’ pattern. It had, however, a higher similarity to
a duplication–cospeciation pattern with two basal duplications, yielding three parasite groups, which would have codiverged with their hosts in parallel (supplementary fig. S2,
Supplementary Material online and Supplementary Material online).
TreeMap
The host and the pruned virus trees, considering only a single PV representative for a monophyletic group of viruses
present on a specific host, were compared via a tanglegram
2105
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FIG. 1. The papillomavirus tree is well resolved. ML tree of 207 PVs as inferred from a combined E1–E2–L1 amino acid sequence analysis. PV
taxonomic units are indicated in Greek letters (‘‘genera’’) and numbers (‘‘species’’: Bernard et al. 2010). The crown groups are colored red
(Alpha 1 Omikron-PVs), green (Beta 1 Xi-PVs), blue (Delta 1 Zeta-PVs), and ochre (Lambda 1 Mu-PVs), respectively. Branch lengths are
drawn to scale, with the scale bar indicating the expected number of amino acid substitutions per site. Numbers on branches are ML bootstrap
support values (above) and Bayesian probabilities (below). Values under 50 and 0.90, respectively, are not shown, and asterisks indicate
maximal support values.

in figure 2. Reconstructions identified a series of duplication events at the base of the mammalian PV tree that have
given rise to the ancestors of each of the different PV crown
groups. Reconciliation of the PV and the vertebrate phylogenies was also studied separately for each of the viral crown
groups and their hosts (fig. 3 and table 1). In these crown
group analyses, duplication events were also predominant
2106

at basal nodes of the PV tree, whereas codivergence events
were observed close to the tips. The number of codivergence events was significantly larger than that for random
trees (P 5 0.001), but almost two-thirds of all events are
better explained by alternative evolutionary mechanisms.
Codivergence events often appeared in reconciliations
for the Delta þ Zeta-PV and Lambda þ Mu-PV crown

Papillomaviruses–Hosts Codivergence Analysis · doi:10.1093/molbev/msr030
FIG. 2. Congruence between PV (right) and vertebrate (left) phylograms is rather found in the distal parts of the tree. Tanglegram (i.e., pair of binary trees, whose terminal taxa sets are in
correspondence) linking the cladograms of PVs and of their hosts (the central linking lines represent the specific virus–host associations). Associations are shown disentangled using TreeMap 3.0.
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A

Trichechus manatus
TmPV1

B

Bettongia penicillata
BpPV1

Ursus maritimus

Trichechus manatus

UmPV1

TmPV1
Sus scrofa

SsPV1

Erinaceus europaeus
EePV1
Phocoena spinipinnis

PsPV1

Canis lupus
CPV2

Phocoena phocoena
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Macaca fascicularis

Tursiops truncatus
TtPV2
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MfPV1
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HPV75 Homo sapiens
HPV93
HPV124
HPV25
Mastomys coucha
McPV2

Macaca mulatta

MmPV1
MfPV7
MfPV6 Macaca fascicularis
MfPV5
MfPV3
MfPV10 Homo sapiens
HPV29
HPV45
HPV31
Pan paniscus
HPV34
PpPV1
HPV54
HPV32
HPV91 Pan troglodytes
HPV11 PtPV1
HPV74
HPV13

C

Trichechus manatus
TmPV1

Mesocricetus auratus
MaPV1
Micromys minutus
MmiPV1
Rattus norvegicus
RnPV1

D

Trichechus manatus
TmPV1
Felis silvestris

Equus caballus

FdPV1
Lynx rufus

EcPV1
EcPV2

LrPV1
Ovis aries

OaPV2

Puma concolor
PcPV1
Uncia uncia

Bos taurus
BPV8
BPV1

UuPV1
Panthera leo
PlpPV1

Capreolus capreolus
CcaPV1

Canis lupus
CPV1
CPV6

Procyon lotor

PlPV1
Alces alces
AaPV1
Rangifer tarandus

Homo sapiens
HPV41
HPV63 Erethizon dorsatum
EdPV1

RtPV1

Sylvilagus floridanus
SfPV1
Oryctolagus cuniculus

Odocoileus virginianus
OvPV1

OcPV1

FIG. 3 Multiple evolutionary processes drive papillomavirus evolution. Reconciliation of PV (colored) and vertebrate phylogenies (gray lines,
italic labels) with TreeMap 2.0, separately derived for the four PV crown groups (A, Alpha þ Omikron-PVs; B, Beta þ Xi-PVs; C, Delta þ ZetaPVs; and D, Lambda þ Mu-PVs). The frequencies of the different evolutionary events are summarized in table 1. The symbols used for the
events are: Black circles, codivergence; red circles, lineage sorting; turquoise arrowheads, switching; and white squares, duplication.
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Table 1. Papillomavirus Diversification Results from Different Evolutionary Mechanisms.

Alpha 1 Omikron-PVs
Beta 1 Xi-PVs
Delta 1 Zeta-PVs
Lambda 1 Mu-PVs
Total 4 crown groups

Number of
Optimal Solutions
169
24
8
11
222

Number of
Codivergence Events
6–22
16
10
12–18
34–64

Number of
Noncodivergence Events
53–60
28
13–16
14–20
108–124

Number of
Duplications
36–52
16
8
8–14
68–90

Number of
Losses
3–27
6–8
2–8
0–8
11–51

Number of
Host Switches
0–8*
4–6
0–3
0–6
4–23

Frequencies of the different evolutionary events per optimal solution invoked for reconciliation of PVs and host phylogenetic trees, using TreeMap 2.0, for each of the four
crown groups separately.
*
Only solutions with a maximum of eight host switches were explored.

groups and accounted for almost half of all such events
across PVs. Codivergence events contributed less to reconciliations of the Alpha þ Omikron-PV and Beta þ Xi-PV
crown groups with their larger host diversity.
ParaFit
We explored the minimum data set size necessary to reject
either global or individual null hypotheses based on topology comparison (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary
Material online): For testing a global link, more than four
associations were necessary (supplementary fig. S3a, Supplementary Material online), whereas this number rose to
seven when testing individual links, even in the case of 1:1
associations, identical topologies, and uniform branch
lengths (supplementary fig. S3b, Supplementary Material
online). Accordingly, none of the data sets contained less
than four associations and less than eight PVs in the biological analyses.
ParaFit analyses using viral ML and Bayesian trees yielded
comparable results. For all PVs, GH0 was rejected (P 5
0.0001), indicating that PV evolution can be at least partly
explained by codivergence with the hosts they infect. However, only 90 of the 207 individual associations (43%) had
a significantly larger impact than random associations on
the global congruence between the host and parasite trees
(supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).
Of the 43 vertebrate species contributing to the PV–host
associations, 26 (60%) were not among the significant associations (increasing to 16/24 at the hosts family level,
67%). Thus, considering the full PV diversity, a considerable
number of associations were apparently incongruent with
the host phylogeny. The ParaFit analyses on the pruned
trees (considering only a single PV representative per
monophyletic viral lineage on a specific host) yielded similar results to the comprehensive tree analysis (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Twenty-nine
of 43 (67%) host species were not among the significant
PV–host associations, representing 17 of 24 (71%) host taxa
at the family level.
In each of the four analyses for the well-supported PV
crown groups, GH0 was globally rejected with the exception
of the Beta þ Xi-PVs (See Supplementary Material online).
Thus, PV evolution within the crown groups is frequently
not independent of the host phylogeny. A significant global
test also alleviated the interpretation of the tests of the individual links, which could have inflated type I errors if GH0
was accepted. Individual codivergence hypotheses IH0 in

the data set composed of Alpha þ Omikron-PVs for Carnivora, Cetacea, Primates, and Suina were rejected for all
associations (only Alpha-PVs in the full tree analysis).
Moreover, IH0 was rejected for all associations with the exception of Macaca PVs in separate Alpha-PV analyses.
Within the Beta þ Xi-PVs, significant associations included
Xi-PVs, BqPV1, and EdPV1 (none in the full tree analysis).
For GH0 of the Delta þ Zeta-PVs with Perissodactyla and
Ruminantia, we obtained significant associations for the
two horse PVs at the base of the viral tree and their host
Equus caballus (Linnaeus 1758), exactly complementary to
the full tree. Finally, individual significant associations
within Lambda þ Mu-PV analyses were present for felid
PVs, Kappa-, and Mu-PVs (none in the full tree analysis).
Only the associations involving the Alpha-PVs and
PsPV1 were significant in all analyses. By contrast, some
PVs belonged to associations that were never significant,
namely the orphan MnPV1, RaPV1, TmPV1, and all canine
PVs as well as Beta- and Gamma-PVs from the Beta þ Xi-PV
crown group and PlPV1 and HPV41 from the Lambda þ
Mu-PV crown group.

Discussion
The Importance of Codivergence Between
Papillomaviruses and Their Hosts
The phylogenetic analysis of 207 completely sequenced PVs
based on the E1–E2–L1 gene combination yields a topology
with four well-supported PV crown groups, each of which
corresponds to certain mammalian host taxa. This result
confirms and expands previous studies about PV phylogeny and evolution (Chan et al. 1995; Garcı́a-Vallvé et al.
2005; Gottschling, Stamatakis et al. 2007; Rector et al.
2007; Bravo et al. 2010). It is worth noting the high statistical support for the close relationships of both Alpha þ
Omikron-PVs as well as of Delta þ Zeta-PVs. This result
might be due to our analyses of the largest possible PV
taxon sample to date, including all known types, given that
taxon sampling has repeatedly been shown to be an important prerequisite for improved resolution of organismal
phylogenetic trees (Dunn et al. 2008; Heath et al. 2008;
Sanderson 2008).
The assumption of a broad and general codivergence between PVs and their hosts has been historically inferred
from related PV-types that appear to infect related host
species (Van Ranst et al. 1995; Halpern 2000; Bernard
2005; Shah et al. 2010). However, a rigorous evaluation
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of cophylogenetic relationships between PV and vertebrate
trees had not been conducted so far. Our results show that
virus–host codivergence plays an important evolutionary
role in PVs, but it is not the only event that has shaped
PV diversification. The ParaFit analyses indicate that more
than half of the associations between PV and hosts are
equally well explained by chance. Furthermore, TreeMap
results attribute only one-third of all evolutionary events
to codivergence, with both TreeMap and TreeFitter analyses indicating that alternative evolutionary processes such
as duplications, lineage sorting, and switches also play important roles in PV evolution (see below).
There are no unambiguous examples of strict virus–host
codivergence in our analyses. Nonrandom virus–hosts
associations can be identified only for assemblages of more
than four related viruses infecting more than four related
hosts. In our sequence data set, only four PV ‘‘genera’’ encompass more than three different host species: Alpha-PVs
infecting primates, Delta-PVs infecting ruminants, LambdaPVs infecting carnivores, and Pi-PVs infecting rodents. The
topologies of Alpha- and Delta-PVs are clearly inconsistent
with their corresponding host trees. ParaFit analyses support this observation because several PV–host associations
do not differ significantly from random. Global congruence
between virus and host trees depends strongly on LambdaPVs infecting carnivores (Rector et al. 2007), but even this
case is not unambiguous because of the poorly resolved
phylogeny of Felidae. The felid phylogeny has long been
a matter of debate, and the molecular tree of the felid hosts
provided by (Rector et al. 2007) neither agrees with a comprehensive molecular phylogeny of cats (Johnson et al.
2006) nor with the phylogeny obtained in this study.
The internal phylogeny of Pi-PVs is also not entirely congruent to the rodent host tree topology (Schulz et al. 2009).
A solid case of cophylogenetic relationships between PVs
and their mammalian hosts supported by identical tree topologies, even on a local scale, is thus still wanting.
We have analyzed global PV–host codivergence at two
different levels by testing both the comprehensive PV tree
and the four well-supported large crown groups. The fact
that the ParaFit results differ between the two analyses
with respect to the global hypothesis is not due to inconsistencies of the method, but rather to the underlying shift
of scale of the null hypothesis for each data set. ParaFit tests
the impact of each association on the ‘‘global’’ fit between
the trees (Legendre et al. 2002). Thus, congruent host–parasite subtrees that are significant when considered separately can occur at incompatible positions in the global
analysis, potentially rendering the corresponding associations nonsignificant at this more inclusive level. A cogent
example is provided by the cetacean PVs and Lambda-PVs.
Both sets of associations are significant when considering
the Alpha þ Omikron- and the Lambda þ Mu-PV crown
groups, respectively but become significant when using the
comprehensive ML and Bayesian trees. The same argument
applies in reverse for internally incongruent subtrees that
appear at compatible positions in the global trees and may
therefore be significant. This is the case for Alpha-PVs,
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whose associations were identified as being significant in
the comprehensive trees as they encompass viruses infecting primates but nonsignificant within each of the crown
groups where they occur. Additional examples of this scaling behavior are found in the analyses of the other PV
crown groups (fig. 2).
We interpret the evidence for congruent subtrees at incompatible positions in the full tree as support for the hypothesis that early PV radiation has been followed by
independent codivergence between viruses of the major
crown groups and their hosts (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005;
Gottschling, Stamatakis et al. 2007; Bravo et al. 2010). Such
biphasic evolution is also supported by the results of the
TreeMap analysis, which show an accumulation of duplication events at basal nodes of the global PV tree
(fig. 3) and a strong resemblance to a simulated scenario
of duplication followed by codivergence (supplementary
fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). Thus, noncodivergence at the base of the PV seems justified, but the exact
form of the evolutionary events remains somewhat unclear
as the global associations for the complete PV and host
trees could only be tested by restricting the number of host
switch events. This may have inflated the postulated number of duplication events because given similar topologies,
reconstructions yielding the same maximum codivergence
score will either comprise few switches or few duplications
and sorting events. Overall, results of the TreeFitter analyses indicate that host switching of PVs is less frequent than
expected by chance, otherwise zero switch costs would not
result in accepting the null hypothesis.

Additional Evolutionary Mechanisms Driving
Papillomavirus Diversification
The radiation of vertebrates has undoubtedly influenced
PV evolution. However, our increased knowledge about
PV diversity, coupled with the use of well-supported molecular trees, suggests that evolutionary mechanisms other
than codivergence have also significantly contributed to PV
diversification. Mammalian species are infected not only by
a single PV type but most probably by myriads of PV types.
This fact is best documented for humans where more than
100 different PV genomes have been sequenced (Bernard
et al. 2010) but also for other hosts, such as dogs and cows.
This high intraspecies diversity cannot be explained by
strict codivergence alone (Lyal 1986), but alternative mechanisms including adaptive radiations (‘‘duplications’’), and
the realization of new ecological niches (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al.
2005; Gottschling, Stamatakis et al. 2007) also need to be
considered to explain the numerous, paralogous PV lineages on the same host species (Jackson 2005). This general
scenario is supported by all statistical tests in this study,
which indicate that codivergence rather occurred at a more
local scale, resulting in multiple infections of a host lineage
by different PV types.
Papillomaviruses infecting the same host species are not
only diverse but frequently appear to be paraphyletic or polyphyletic. A plausible hypothesis to explain such topologies
are cross-infections between different host species (Myers
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et al. 1996; Chen et al. 2009), although PVs are traditionally
considered to be host specific. The similarity of licenses between the hosts because of their close evolutionary relationship may facilitate viral infections of a new host, albeit at low
reproduction rates (Turner and Elena 2000; Wolfe et al. 2007).
Similar licenses could also arise in distantly related hosts from
dramatic changes in host behavior, as it has been the case
during human evolution (e.g., change from a nomadic lifestyle, animal and plant domestication: Woolhouse et al.
2005; Hoberg and Brooks 2008).
The common assumption of host specificity in PVs persists in spite of experimental evidence for host multiplicity.
The cottontail rabbit SfPV1 isolated from Sylvilagus
floridanus can infect the domestic rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus (Amella et al. 1994; Salmon et al. 2000; Campo 2002)
despite some abortive infections in which the productive
development of the virus is not completed. Another example of host plasticity includes BPV1 and -2 (Delta-PVs), isolated primarily from lesions in cattle. These viruses infect
closely related species including water buffaloes (Silvestre
et al. 2009) but also more distantly related species, such
as tapirs (Kidney and Berrocal 2008), horses (Bogaert
et al. 2008), and zebras living either in zoos (Löhr et al.
2005) or in the wild (van Dyk et al. 2009). It remains to
be determined whether the ability of BPV1 to infect distantly related hosts is an ancient or a more recent phenotypic acquisition that is driven by vector-mediated
interspecies transmission (Finlay et al. 2009) and/or putatively linked to the human domestication of cattle and
horses. In the latter case, the concomitant ecological
changes in the different hosts may have increased their susceptibility to BPV1 cross-infection and/or have simply increased the frequency of physical contact between them
to grant BPV1 improved access to a potential new host.

Impact of Sampling Error
The outcome of statistical tests as applied here strongly
depends on tree size and on the amount of information
near the tips, which in our case represents the host diversity
(Page et al. 1996; Legendre et al. 2002). The continuous discovery of novel PVs suggests their widespread occurrence
in vertebrates. However, there is an inherent bias in taxon
sampling, arising from the historical interest in human
medicine. Other host species such as cattle or dogs appear
to comprise a similar diversity, but we lack information
about PVs infecting other major lineages within mammals.
For many other mammalian hosts, only single sequences
are available (e.g., the chiropteran RaPV1 or the sirenian
TmPV1). Our knowledge of PV diversity (particularly from
field research) remains definitely fragmentary.
In addition to potentially influencing the accuracy of the
inferred PV tree, our incomplete knowledge of PV diversity
may influence the evolutionary inferences based on that
tree. The lack of close viral relatives can hinder the reliable
resolution of deep nodes through reconstruction artifacts
such as long-branch attraction. For instance, the ‘‘real’’ absence of a specific PV associated with a host (e.g., the ‘‘absence’’ of a Pongo pygmaeus, Linnaeus 1760, PV within
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Alpha-PVs) could derive from sorting events (Paterson
and Banks 2001) including the extinction of the ancestral
PV in the host lineage (‘‘drowning on arrival’’) or the absence of the ancestral PV in the host’s ancestor (‘‘missing
the boat’’). The majority of the 50 duplication events identified by TreeMap are probably true evolutionary events,
but many of the inferred sorting events might reflect simply
our lack of knowledge about viral diversity due to unbalanced sampling toward medically important PVs.

Conclusion
The presence of PVs in diverse vertebrates, together with
the local congruence between virus and host phylogenies,
indicates that codivergence is an important phylodynamic
force of PV evolution. However, this mechanism alone cannot explain the origin of PV diversity, and barely half of the
known host–parasite associations appear to derive from
cophylogenetic events. Alternative mechanisms such as
within-host virus duplication, viral sorting, or viral adaptation after a host switch, may therefore contribute considerably to PV diversification. Finally, our knowledge about
PV evolution cannot improve without a more thorough
and systematic broad sampling of PV diversity. Understanding the underlying evolutionary mechanisms of PV
speciation via improved nonhuman taxon sampling will
allow us to better address medically important questions, such
as the putative presence of different PV niches or targets
within the human skin, and the time of origin of PVs causing
malignant transformations. Based on this improved
knowledge, it is crucial to determine whether transforming
mechanisms present in only distantly related viral lineages
exemplify convergent evolution or rather the exploitation
of different breaches in the host immune response.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material, tables S1 and S2, and figures S1–
S3 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online
(http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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